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by the actors in flapping these sleeves, to express anger
or contempt, are an important technical feature of the
drama, and are closely watched by connoisseurs in the
audience. Emperors wear long beards, villains comic
masks. There is hardly any attempt at scenery; only a
single back-drop, some cushions, and a few chairs. The
stage-hands lounge at the back of the stage, in full view of
the spectators, occasionally coming forward to place a
cushion, adjust the folds in an actor's robe, or offer a bowl
of tea to refresh one of the singers after a difficult passage.
This tea-drinking has become, in the course of centuries,
an integral part of the performance. It is said of an actor:
4He drinks his tea beautifully.' The actors also show great
dexterity in handling the cushions on which they kneel
in moments of supplication or despair; when they have
finished with them they skim them nonchalantly back to
the stage-hands, with a flick of the wrist, like quoits.
There is a certain amount of spoken dialogue, but the
opera consists chiefly of sung recitative, within a five-note
compass. The orchestra is seated upon the stage itself:
there are several percussion instruments, a violin, and a
sort of bagpipe. The singing is thin, reedy, nasalized; to
western ears it startlingly resembles Donald Duck. We
were quite unable to distinguish the gay from the tragic,
or the bridge-passage from the climax. But the audience,
despite its chatter, was evidently following the music with
critical attention; for, at certain points, it broke into the
kind of applause which, in Europe, greets a very pretty
high C
Our Chinese hosts did their best to explain the story.
Some women flap their sleeves. 'The wives are despising
her for not having a husband.' Lady Precious Stream
utters some piercing, Disneyesque sounds. "Now she is
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